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Application for Information under the ‘Right to Information Act, 2005’ 
 
 Date:    

    

 From,   

  Name(s)  

  (Address)  

  (Address)  

  (City/Town & PIN Code)  

    

 To,   

 The Central Public Information Officer (CPIO),   

  (Name of the Public Sector Bank)  

 (A Government of India Undertaking)   

  (Address)  

  (Address)  

  (City/Town & PIN Code)  

 (Maharashtra State)   

    

 Dear Sir/Madam,   

    

 Sub.: Lapses in compliance by your bank’s offices in Maharashtra with the language related provisions of the Customer 
Service Rules of the RBI and the Central Government.  
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 I/we am seeking the following information from you under the provisions of the ‘Right to Information Act, 2005’. 

I/we wish to bring to your kind notice some serious lapses on the part of your bank pertaining to the customer service norms of 
the Central Government as well as the Reserve Bank of India and wish to know some information in this regard (sought at the bottom of 
the letter).  

(If you are not the concerned officer to deal with this matter, kindly handover this letter to the concerned officer of the bank for 
necessary action without any delay.) 

  
 Kindly note that the observations noted below pertain to your office/branch at the following address as well as my/our experience 

with other offices/branches of your bank in Maharashtra. 

  (Name of the Dept./Branch)  

  (Address)  

  (Address)  

  (City/Town & PIN Code)  

 (Maharashtra State)   

A. As you must be aware, the three language formula formulated by the Central government, more than 40 years ago, clearly 
stipulates the use of three languages for all sorts of communication (written, verbal, audio, visual etc.) with the general public. The three 
languages specified are the regional language of the state (i.e. Marathi in the state of Maharashtra), followed by Hindi and then English. 
The order of the languages also clearly lays down the importance and priority sequence of the languages that must be 
kept in mind for the purpose of the communication. (The Official Language Department of the Home Ministry has issued many 
circulars in this regard during the last 40-45 years, which you must be aware of.) 

On the basis of this linguistic principle laid down by the Central Government, the Reserve Bank of India also has formulated 
Customer Service related rules to be followed by the scheduled banks. During the last 20-30 years, the RBI has issued many circulars 
laying down the instructions and guidelines for their implementation by ALL THE SCEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS IN INDIA. In 
this context, one of the most important circulars is the Master Circular on Customer Service (No. RBI/2008-09/261 DBOD No. 
Leg. BC. 75/09.07.005/2008-09 dated 03 November 2008) addressed to ‘All Scheduled Commercial Banks (Excluding 
RRBs)’. Needless to say, the instructions in the circular are applicable to your bank as well. 
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In this circular, at the very outset the RBI says, “Reserve Bank has been time and again issuing various instructions / guidelines in 
the area of customer service to bring about improvements in the quality of customer service in banks and their branches. In order to 
have all current instructions on the subject at one place, we have compiled many of the important instructions issued by us in the form 
of a Master Circular”.  

The circular also states clearly that "Matters relating to customer service should be deliberated by the Board to ensure that the 
instructions are implemented meaningfully. Commitment to hassle-free service to the customer at large and the Common 
Person in particular under the oversight of the Board should be the major responsibility of the Board.". 

Right at the outset the circular has clearly stated the definition of the term ‘Customer’. It says, “Broadly, a customer can be defined as 
a user or a potential user of bank services.” It means that even a person who visits the bank to make some enquiry is a potential user 
and hence will have to be considered as a customer of the bank.  

  
B. On the basis of this circular I/we have listed out some of the RBI norms (starting with ‘RBI:’) together with the reference of the 

relevant sections/paragraphs of the circular and have made enquiries (starting with ‘Q:’) seeking information regarding the status of 
compliance of the norms by your bank. The answer, as per our observation, to each query, regarding compliance of the instruction by 
your bank, is noted against the enquiry in a separate column.  

    

Sl. No. Checklist (Original instruction/guideline from the RBI circular and the relative query)  RBI Circ. 
Ref. No. 

Compliance? 
Yes / No 

1.  RBI: Displaying indicator boards at all the counters in trilingual form.  

Q: Please inform if Marathi is present in the indicator boards at all the counters. 

1.1(c )  

2.  RBI: Providing customers with booklets consisting of all details of service and facilities available at the bank in 
trilingual form. 

Q: Please inform if the customers are being provided with booklets in Marathi consisting of all 
details of service and facilities to be made available at the bank. 

1.1(e)  
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3.  RBI: Use of regional language in transacting all kinds of business by banks with customers, 
communications to customers.  

RBI: Training of staff in line with customer service orientation.  

[Note:  

1. It should be clearly understood that the term “All kinds of business” covers not only branch level 
operations but all other departments and business lines of the bank including Credit Cards, ATM 
facility, Loans Department etc.  

2. It clearly means that the bank’s staff members are under an obligation to use Marathi language in their 
verbal, written, audio or visual communication or for providing information to the customers 
who communicate in Marathi. It is the Bank’s responsibility to ensure that the bank’s front office staff 
that has to deal with the customers is trained to satisfactorily communicate with the customers in the in 
Marathi. In the state of Maharashtra, if any of the officers of the bank are not conversant with Marathi, the 
bank must train them to converse in Marathi. The employees of the bank who are not in a position 
to communicate with the customers in the language of the state viz. Marathi; should be 
transferred to the back office operations where they would not have to deal with the 
customers.]  

Q: Please inform if all the staff members of the bank who are supposed to interact with the customers in 
Maharashtra on behalf of the bank are able to communicate (written, verbal) with the customers 
in Marathi. 

1.1(f), 
1.1(j),  

 

4.  RBI: Holding customer relation programmes and periodical meetings to interact with different cross 
sections of customers for identifying action points to upgrade the customer service with customers. 

RBI: Appointing Quality Assurance Officers who will ensure that the intent of policy is translated into the 
content and its eventual translation into proper procedures.  

Q: Please inform if such QA officers are appointed by the bank. Also inform if they are holding 
periodical programmes and meetings as described above and if all this being done in a satisfactory 

1.1(n), 
1.1(p) 
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manner to ensure translation of the RBI guidelines into regular procedures. 

5.  RBI: Banks must have a well documented Customer Grievance Redressal Policy duly approved by its 
Board. The Policy should be framed based on the broad principles enumerated in para 16 of this circular.  

[Note: The bank should make a copy of the comprehensive policy document in Marathi available to the 
customers in the state of Maharashtra.]  

Q: Please inform if such a copy of the well documented (comprehensive) Customer Grievance 
Redressal Policy duly approved by the board written in the regional language (Marathi in 
Maharashtra) is readily available to the customer on demand. (If so, please let me/us have such a copy at 
the earliest.)    

3.4  

6.  Giving publicity to the policies:  

RBI: Banks should ensure that wide publicity is given to the above policies formulated by them by placing 
them prominently on the web-site and also otherwise widely disseminating the policies such as, displaying 
them on the notice board in their branches. 

Q: Please inform if information is being made available in Marathi on the website and in the form of a 
printed document or by displaying it on the notice boards of the bank. 

3.5(i) read 
with 1.1(f) 

 

7.  RBI: The customers should be clearly apprised of the assurances of the bank on the services on these 
aspects at the time of establishment of the initial relationship be it as a depositor, borrower or otherwise. 

RBI: Further, they may also take necessary steps to keep the customers duly informed of the changes in 
the policies formulated by them from time to time. 

Q: Please inform if any comprehensive document (in Marathi) informing the customer about the 
assurances is being provided at the time of initial engagement of customer relationship such as 
opening of an account, or offering loan or credit card or any other facility or service being provided to the 
customers.  

Q: Please inform if the customers are being informed (in Marathi) about any changes in the policy from 

3.5(ii), (iii) 
read with 
1.1(f) 
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time to time as and when they occur. 

8.  Financial Inclusion - Printed material in trilingual form: 

RBI: In order to ensure that banking facilities percolate to the vast sections of the population, banks 
should make available all printed material used by retail customers including account opening forms, pay-
in-slips, passbooks etc. in trilingual form. 

Q: Please inform if ALL THE FORMS (without any exception) to be filled in by the customers (including 
those for starting and operating branch level facilities, credit card, ATM, loan facilities etc.) are being 
provided in trilingual form (including Marathi).  

Q: Please inform if ALL THE STATEMENTS (without any exception) including passbooks, account 
statements (for SB, Current, Credit Card, Loan and other accounts) are being provided in trilingual form 
(including Marathi). 

[Note: As per the three language formula of the Central Govt. (on which the RBI’s language policy is 
based), the local language is first in priority followed by Hindi and English. Hence the local language cannot 
be made optional in the forms and statements. Marathi (in Maharashtra) has got to be mandatorily 
present BY DEFAULT in all the documents. If at all he bank wants to accommodate less than three 
languages on such documents, English or Hindi may be made optional, if the bank so desires.]   

4.3  

9.  RBI: The customer may write cheques in Hindi, English or in the concerned regional language which 
should be accepted by the bank for payment, if otherwise in order. 

Q: Please inform if the bank accepts and honours cheques written in Marathi.  

5.7.2  

10.  Assistance/guidance to customers:  

RBI: All branches should have “Enquiry” or “May I Help You” counters either exclusively or combined with 
other duties, located near the entry point of the banking hall.  

Q: Please inform if ALL such counters are being attended by staff conversant in dealing with the 
customers in the regional language viz. Marathi.  

8.1 read 
with 1.1(f) 
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11.  Display of time norms:  

RBI: Time norms for specialised business transactions should be displayed predominantly in the 
banking hall.  

[Note: This rule is applicable not only to the branches but to other departments such as Loans, Credit 
Cards, ATM etc., where they must prominently display the time norms for the relative specialised business 
transactions in the hall where the customers normally have to spend most of the time.]  

Q: Please inform if such time norms are being displayed prominently in Marathi in the banking hall.  

8.2 read 
with 1.1(f) 

 

12.  Display of information by banks:  

RBI: Further, in order to promote transparency in the operations of banks, various instructions have been 
given by RBI to banks towards display of various key aspects such as service charges, interest rates, 
services offered, product information, time norms for various banking transactions and 
grievance redressal mechanism.  

Q: Please inform if ALL such KEY ASPECTS are being displayed in Marathi. 

8.3  

13.  Notice Boards:  

RBI: The format of the Comprehensive Notice Board is given in the Annex - II. 

Banks are advised to display the information in the Notice Boards of their Branches as per the format given 
for the Comprehensive Notice Board.  

While displaying the information in the notice board, banks may also adhere to the following principles: 

(a) The notice board may be updated on a periodical basis and the board should indicate the date up to 
which the board was updated (incorporated in the display board) 

(c) The language requirements (i.e., bilingual in Hindi speaking states and trilingual in other states) may be 
taken into account. 

(e) The notice board may also indicate a list of items on which detailed information is available in booklet 

8.3.1  
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form. 

Further, in addition to the above Board, the banks should also display details such as ‘Name of the bank / 
branch, Working Days, Working Hours and Weekly Off-days' outside the branch premises. 

Q: Please inform if ALL this information is being displayed in Marathi in the Notice Boards. 

14.  Booklets/Brochures:  

RBI: The detailed information as indicated in Para (E) of the Notice Board may be made available in 
various booklets / brochures as decided by the bank. These booklets / brochures may be kept in a 
separate file / folder in the form of ‘replaceable pages’ so as to facilitate copying and updation. In this 
connection, banks may also adhere to the following broad guidelines: 

a) The file / folder may be kept at the customer lobby in the branch or at the ‘May I Help You’ counter or at 
a place that is frequented by most of the customers. 

b) The language requirements (i.e. bilingual in Hindi speaking states and trilingual in other states) may be 
taken into account. 

c) While printing the booklets it may be ensured that the font size is minimum Arial 10 so that the 
customers are able to easily read the same. 

d) Copies of booklets may be made available to the customers on request. 

Q: Please inform if all this information on notice boards and in booklet/brochure form in Marathi at 
the Help counters is being made available to the customers. 

8.3.2   

15.  Disclosure of Information by banks in the public domain: 

RBI: Some of the details, which could be at the minimum, be made available for public viewing through 
websites of banks are listed below:- 

I. Policy / Guidelines 

(i) Citizen's Charter 

8.5 read 
with 1.1(f) 
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II. Complaints 

(i) Grievance Redressal Mechanism 

(ii) Information relating to Banking Ombudsmen 

(iii) Information relating to Customer Service Centres (for Public Sector Banks) 

Q: Please inform if all this information is made available to the public in Maharashtra Marathi.  

16.  Cheque Drop Box Facility:  

RBI: Banks should ensure that customers are not compelled to drop the cheques in the drop box. Further, 
in the context of customer awareness in this regard, banks should invariably display on the cheque drop-
box itself that "Customers can also tender the cheques at the counter and obtain acknowledgment on the 
pay-in-slips". The above message is required to be displayed in English, Hindi and the concerned regional 
language of the State. 

Q: Please inform if such message is displayed in Marathi in ALL the branches in Maharashtra.  

13  

17.  RBI: Dealing with Complaints and Improving Customer Relations:  

Q: Please inform if all the concerned officers dealing with complaints are trained to communicate with the 
customers in the language of the state viz. Marathi. 

16 read 
with 1.1(f) 

 

18.  RBI: Complaints/suggestions box should be provided at each office of the bank. Further, at every office of 
the bank a notice requesting the customers to meet the branch manager may be displayed 
regarding grievances, if the grievances remain unredressed. 

Note: Such a notice requesting the customers to see the branch manager regarding unredressed 
grievances must be displayed AT EACH OFFICE of the bank. Thus not only the branch offices but even 
other offices where the customers have to make visits such as Loan departments, Credit Card departments, 
ATM booths etc. must bear such notices.  

Q: Please inform if such a notice is being displayed in Marathi at all the offices of the bank.  

16.1 read 
with 1.1(f) 
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19.  Complaint Book / Register: 

RBI: Complaint book with perforated copies in each set may be introduced, so designed as to instantly 
provide an acknowledgement to the customers and an intimation to the controlling office. 

All bank's branches should maintain a separate complaints register in the prescribed format given for 
entering all the complaints/grievances received by them directly or through their Head Office/Govt. These 
registers should be maintained irrespective of the fact whether a complaint is received or not in the past. 

The complaints registers maintained by branches should be scrutinised by the concerned Regional Manager 
during his periodical visit to the branches and his observations/comments recorded in the relative visit 
reports.  

Banks having computerized operations may adopt the afore-said format and generate copies electronically. 

[Note: Reply to a complaint written in Marathi must be given in Marathi only. Even if the Bank 
computerises the complaint register operations, the banks in Maharashtra must provide a facility to accept 
complaints written in Marathi. Computerisation cannot be an excuse to bypass Marathi.] 

Q: Please inform if any such facility to receive and respond to complaints in Marathi is set up by the bank. 

16.2 read 
with 1.1(f) 

 

20.  Complaint Form:  

RBI: Further, a complaint form, along with the name of the nodal officer for complaint redressal, may be 
provided in the homepage itself to facilitate complaint submission by customers. The complaint form should 
also indicate that the first point for redressal of complaints is the bank itself and that complainants may 
approach the Banking Ombudsman only if the complaint is not resolved at the bank level 
within a month. 

Similar information may be displayed in the boards put up in all the bank branches to indicate the name 
and address of the Banking Ombudsman. In addition, the name, address and telephone numbers of 
the controlling authority of the bank to whom complaints can be addressed may also be given prominently. 

Q: Please inform if ALL such notices regarding the Banking Ombudsman and the complaint forms are being 

16.3 read 
with 1.1(f) 
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made available in Marathi in the boards put up in each of the branches of the bank in the Maharashtra 
circle.  

21.  Grievance Redressal Mechanism: 

RBI: Banks should ensure that a suitable mechanism exists for receiving and addressing complaints from 
its customers / constituents with specific emphasis on resolving such complaints fairly and 
expeditiously regardless of source of the complaints.  

Banks are also advised to: 

(i) Ensure that the complaint registers are kept at prominent place in their branches which would 
make it possible for the customers to enter their complaints. 

(ii) Have a system of acknowledging the complaints, where the complaints are received through 
letters / forms. 

(iii) Fix a time frame for resolving the complaints received at different levels.  

(v) Prominently display at the branches, the names of the officials who can be contacted for 
redressal of complaints, together with their direct telephone number, fax number, complete address (not 
Post Box No.) and e-mail address etc. for proper and timely contact by the customers and for enhancing 
the effectiveness of the redressal machinery. 

Q: Please inform if ALL such notices, information and the complaint register are being made 
available in Marathi in each of the branches of the bank in the Maharashtra circle. 

16.5  read 
with 1.1(f) 

 

22.  RBI: Where the complaints are not redressed within one month, the concerned branch / controlling office 
should forward a copy of the same to the concerned Nodal Officer under the Banking Ombudsman Scheme 
and keep him updated regarding the status of the complaint. This would enable the Nodal Officer to deal 
with any reference received from the Banking Ombudsman regarding the complaint more effectively. 

Further, it is also necessary that the customer is made aware of his rights to approach the concerned 
Banking Ombudsman in case he is not satisfied with the bank’s response. 

16.5  read 
with 1.1(f) 
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As such, in the final letter sent to the customer regarding redressal of the complaint, banks should indicate 
that the complainant can also approach the concerned Banking Ombudsman. The details of the concerned 
Banking Ombudsman should also be included in the letter. 

Banks should give wide publicity to the grievance redressal machinery through advertisements and also by 
placing them on their web sites. 

Q: Please inform if all this information regarding Banking Ombudsman scheme and the customer 
grievance redressal machinery in general, is being given wide publicity in Marathi through 
advertisements and also by placing them on their web sites.  

  Total 
Score: 

Yes’es= 

No’s= 

    

C. Conclusion: From the above it is clearly evident that the provisions of the RBI instructions mentioned in the above referred circular are 
mostly not being satisfactorily complied with by your Bank.  

D. Information being sought under the RTI Act:  

In view of the above, in this application, I/we seek the following information from you.   

1. If you disagree with the conclusions regarding any of the above points, kindly explain the reasons on the basis of the facts/evidence. 
Please give separate explanation for each of the points without mixing up the issues.  

2. In the case of the points with which you agree about the non-compliance, please give the reasons for the non-compliance with the 
Central Government’s Three-Language-Policy as well as the above referred instructions/guidelines of RBI by your bank. (The relative 
rules are in force for many decades now.) Please give separate reply to each point without mixing up the issues.  

3. Please also let me/us know the manner in which you plan to properly rectify the situation discussed in the point D-2 above. 

4. Please give me/us definite idea about the time by which you plan to properly rectify the situation. 

 Please Note: 
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1. If you are not the competent/authorised officer to provide this information on behalf of the Reserve Bank of India, kindly arrange to 
forward this application to the proper and competent officer without any delay, under intimation to us, as per the provisions of the Right to 
Information Act, 2005. 

2. Proof of payment of the application fee of Rs. 10/- (Rupees Ten only) is being made by Indian Postal Order no. _________________ 
enclosed herewith.  

3. Kindly send the reply by Post to our address mentioned above.  

 Let me/us know the name and address of the next higher authority to whom I can file my appeal under the RTI Act, in case, I/we do not 
find your reply complete and satisfactory,.   

I/we await a satisfactory reply from you within the timeframe stipulated under the RTI Act.  

Thanking you in anticipation of your kind cooperation, 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

(                           )          (                              ) 

 

Place: _____________________                      Date: __________________ 

 

CC: The Reserve Bank of India, 

Dept. Of Banking Operations & Development, 

12th Floor, Central Office Building, 

Shahid Bhagat Singh Marg, 

Mumbai – 400 001. 

 


